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ABSTRACT
Interest to study methane fluxes and gas hydrate is to understand influence methane fluxes
and gas hydrate on geological processes and to search regularities to form it. Mostly purpose is to
examine source of methane and geological conditions to form gas hydrate. Looking for fluxes of
bubbles methane from sediment to water and gas hydrate carry out in International and Russia
expedition. In its are using complex of methods: geology, geophysics, gas geochemistry,
hydroacoustics, morpho-structures investigation. Methane anomalies in the sediment and water
column, gas hydrate are good indicator to search oil-gas deposits, mapping of zones faults, to
examine seismic activity, to forecast earthquake, to determine ecology and process of global
changing (warmer) climate and to mine methane from gas hydrate. There is found that fluxes
methane and gas hydrate to form in the zones faults and methane migrates from oil-gas deposit and
oil-gas-bearing layers comes up to use fault. It is important that gas hydrate is good cap that assisting
to form oil-gas deposits.
Keywords: Fluxes of methane bubbles, gas hydrate, anomalies of methane in water and in
bottom sediment, indicator to search hydrocarbon, Okhotsk Sea.
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